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Two Economies

● Two dominant economies are the monetary 
economy and physical economy.

● Monetary economics dominates because it is 
learned at school.

● Physical economy dominates because it is the 
real economy, the economy aiding industry.



  

Monetary Economy

● Because monetary economy does not make 
sense, we have separated monetary economy 
into micro-economy and macro-economy. 
These two subgroups oppose and contradict 
each other. We are just describing that is 
happening with false dogmas.

● Micro-economy, however, is truer than the 
macro-economy. Both economies are based on 
money.



  

Monetary Economy

● The unique monetary economics’ goal is to 
make people believe in money’s God. Its 
culmination is a financial crisis, where everyone 
spends their time increasing price differences 
without increasing productivity.

● Productivity is the ability to produce which does 
not necessarily mean the products. Indeed, the 
products can come abroad and productive 
capacity can allow services.



  

Monetary Economy

● The monetary economy makes it believe that 
we cannot grow.

● Thus, decay’s believers and misguided ecology 
propose to kill people without saying it.

● This serves to create divisions to prevent 
action, in order to create scarcity to increase 
prices.



  

Economy

● Industries’ productive capacity makes it 
possible to produce products quickly.

● But it takes time to set up, requires 
maintenance and protection from foreign 
products.

● Monetary economy destroys productive 
capacity because banks help whomever they 
want, so they don't choose the long term.



  

Economy

● Commercial competition is the competition on 
the same market from different players. 
Commercial competition is beneficial.

● Financial competition is the competition where 
those who have a market raise prices to reach 
the one with the largest market. Financial 
competition drives up prices.



  

Physical Economy

● Physical economy aims to favor the train and 
the countryside to create commercial 
competition.

● At the same time, financial competition is being 
defeated by anti-trust laws and an anti-usury 
currency policy.

● Those who create money make little profit.



  

Physical Economy

● Physical economy requires to grow industries 
through protectionism enabled by a national 
public currency.

● It allows a productive capacity allowing 
services. But there is no need of too many 
services becoming useless.

● Increasing productive capacity allows more 
humans.



  

Conclusion

● Industries and infrastructure are in danger with 
monetary economy.

● Physical economy’s public currency allows to 
create money for industries and infrastructure.

● Then lawsuits are initiated against those who 
create interest’s conflicts.



  

Readings

● Matthieu Giroux – Economy for kids and 
economy for infants.

● Henry Charles Carey – The Principles of Social 
Science.

● Lyndon Larouche - So you want to know 
everything about economy?
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